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9 Abstract

10 An electronic voting system makes it possible for the voters to cast their ballots over the computer network. Hence, voters

11 can participate in elections without having to go to the polling places, which is more convenient and efficient. To design a

12 practical voting scheme, Mu and Varadharajan have recently proposed an anonymous secure electronic voting scheme to be

13 applied over the network. It does not only protect voters’ privacy and prevent double voting, but also suits large-scale elections.

14 However, the scheme has a weakness in security; that is, some voters may still double vote without being detected and may

15 even reveal information they should not. In this paper, we shall show this weakness and improve the scheme to increase the

16 protection against fraudulence.

17 D 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
18
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2122 1. Introduction

23 Broadly speaking, electronic voting systems can be

24 classified into two categories: without anonymous

25 channel and with anonymous channel. In both voting

26 systems, the voters can cast their ballots over networks

27 such as the Internet. This is more convenient and

28 efficient than conventional voting approaches because

29 people can vote without showing up in the polling

30 places. Furthermore, the systems cannot invade voters’

31 privacy. The intention of each voter must be kept

32secret. To deal with the property of privacy, the first

33type uses the framework of multi-authority to hide the

34content of each vote [7,8]. Secret sharing schemes and

35zero-knowledge proof are often used to guarantee that

36no single authority can determine any individual vote.

37However, the voters have to communicate with several

38authorities in the voting process, and the system

39requires more computation in the vote counting pro-

40cedure. This is unfavorable especially when it comes

41to large-scale elections. Therefore, to design a practical

42and efficient voting scheme for large-scale elections,

43the choice is usually with anonymous channel.

44Having consulted several anonymous voting

45schemes [6,9,12], we decide on the privacy protection

46type as hiding the voters’ identities and delivering the
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47 contents of the votes to the authority publicly. Such

48 systems must satisfy the following requirements

49 [14,15].

50 � Anonymity of voters: The identity of the voter is

51 untraceable.

52 � Accuracy of votes: Everyone can verify the validity

53 of the votes and assure that the votes cannot be

54 altered, duplicated, and forged by any others

55 (including the authority).

56 � Collision freedom: To guarantee that all legal votes

57 differ from each other.

58 � Tally correctness: The final tally must be equal to

59 the total number of the valid votes.

60 � Verifiability: Each voter can check if his/she own

61 vote is published and tallied.

62 � Double voting detection: If double voting occurs,

63 the authority can find who the voter is.

64

65 However, these schemes [6,9,12] require such

66 cryptographic techniques as the blind signature

67 [1,3,4] or some anonymous communication channels

68 [2,5,16]. According to Karro and Wang’s study [13],

69 anonymous schemes have some weaknesses. One of

70 the weaknesses is that if two or more voters happen to

71 choose the same keys, then these originally valid votes

72 will be the same. It does not meet the requirement of

73 collision freedom, and hence, the tally center would

74 decide that they are fraudulent votes and cross them

75 out. Another weakness is that the anonymous channels

76 are hard to implement over the Internet because the

77 users would then be forced to browse in certain sites.

78 Mu and Varadharajan [15] have recently proposed

79 an anonymous, secure electronic voting scheme which

80 satisfies all the requirements for electronic voting. Mu

81 and Varadharajan’s scheme is based on the ElGamal

82 digital signature algorithm and is suitable for large-

83 scale elections. The authors claim that the system can

84 detect the identities of the voters who send in wrong-

85 ful votes on the condition of double voting. So far,

86 many techniques [6,9,10,12,14,17] have been pro-

87 posed to perform electronic voting, but they cannot

88 detect the illegal voters. Only Mu and Varadharajan’s

89 scheme can accomplish this mission. However, we

90 shall show that Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme has a

91 deadly weakness in security that legal voters can

92 actually successfully vote more than once without

93 being detected.

94In this paper, we shall show the weakness of Mu

95and Varadharajan’s scheme and propose an improved

96version to overcome the weakness and also to satisfy

97all the requirements for electronic voting. The organ-

98ization of the paper is as follows. In the next section,

99we shall briefly review Mu and Varadharajan’s

100scheme and show the weakness of their scheme. In

101Section 3, we shall propose a new secure anonymous

102electronic voting scheme and analyze the security of

103the improved scheme. Finally, we shall summarize the

104benefits of our scheme in the last section of this paper.

1052. Mu and Varadharajan’s anonymous electronic

106voting scheme and its weakness

107Mu and Varadharajan [15] have proposed two

108versions of an anonymous secure electronic voting

109scheme to be applied over the network. Both versions

110are based on the ElGamal digital signature [11] with-

111out any anonymous channel. One of the two assumes

112that the Authentication Server (AS) is trusted, and

113therefore it does not generate any voting ticket with-

114out the voter’s consent. In addition, it does not leak

115out any information to the Voting Servers (VS) or

116Ticket Counting Server (TCS). The other version

117assumes that the AS is not to be trusted, which is

118closer to the truth. We shall emphasize the version that

119assumes the AS is not to be trusted.

120

1212.1. Mu and Varadharajan’s anonymous secure

122electronic voting scheme

123In Mu and Varadharajan’s voting scheme, partic-

124ipants are the following parties: Voters, an Authenti-

125cation Server, Voting Servers, a Ticket Counting

126Server, and a Certificate Authentic. The scheme is

127composed of three phases: the voting ticket obtaining

128phase, the voting and tickets collecting phase, and the

129tickets counting phase.

130For the rest of this paper, V will denote the Voter,

131AS the Authentication Server, VS the Voting Servers,

132TCS the Ticket Counting Server, CA the Certificate

133Authentic, t the timestamp, p a large prime number,

134and O a concatenation of bits. Before performing the

135voting processes, each participant x has a long-term

136RSA [18] key pair {ex, dx} and a product of two large

137prime numbers nx, where ex� dx mod /(nx) = 1. For
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138 example, a voter V holds an RSA key pair {eV, dV}

139 and nV; AS holds an RSA key pair {eAS, dAS} and

140 nAS. Furthermore, the eligible voters hold a long-term

141 voting certificate (Cert) delivered from CA. The

142 certificate is signed by the CA’s secret key, and the

143 contents include a serial number, the voter’s identity,

144 the CA’s identity, the RSA public key, the life-cycle

145 time, and a timestamp.

146

147 2.1.1. Step 1. The voting ticket obtaining phase

148

149 1. Before sending Cert to prove that he/she is an

150 eligible voter, a voter first chooses a blind factor b

151 and three random numbers g, r, k1aZp*, where Zp* is

152 the set of all positive integers smaller than and

153 relatively prime to p. Then, the voter computes the

154 parameters a, x1, x2, and x3 by using the following

155 equations:

a ¼ gr mod p;

156157

x1 ¼ gbeAS mod nAS; ð1Þ

158159
x2 ¼ gk1beAS mod nAS; and

160161

x3 ¼ abeAS mod nAS: ð2Þ
162163

164

165 The voter sends {V, AS, CertV, (x1Ox2Ox3Ot)dV

166 mod nV} to AS.

167 2. AS first verifies the validity of the certificate and

168 validates the signature (x1Ox2Ox3Ot)dVmod nV.

169 Then AS chooses a random number k2 and com-

170 putes:

x4 ¼ ðk2OtÞeV mod nV;

x5 ¼ ðx3k21 x22x3Þ
dAS mod nAS

¼ ðy1y2aÞdASb3ðk2þ1Þ mod nAS;

171172 where y1 = g
k1 + k2 and y2 = g

k1 + 2k2. The messages

173 {AS, V, x4, (x5Ot)eV mod nV} are delivered to V.

174 Note that the parameter k2 is different for each

175 voter and that AS stores k2 along with V’s identity

176 in its database.

1773. Vobtains k2 by decrypting x4. Thus, V can calculate

178y1 and y2. Furthermore, V can derive s by removing

179the blind factor b3(k2+1) following the equation

180below:

s ¼ x5b
�3ðk2þ1Þ ¼ ðy1y2aÞdASmod nAS:

181182

183s is the signature for the product y1y2a. The

184signatures s1 and s2 of the voting content m can

185be generated only from V by the ElGamal digital

186signature algorithm [11]:

s1 ¼ ðk1 þ k2Þ�1ðma� rÞ mod p� 1; and ð3Þ
187188

s2 ¼ ðk1 þ 2k2Þ�1ðma� rÞ mod p� 1: ð4Þ

189190

191Then V can obtain the voting ticket T={aOgOy1O
192y2OsOs1Os2Om}.

193

1942.1.2. Step 2. The voting and tickets collecting phase

195After obtaining a valid voting ticket from AS, V

196can cast the vote to the Voting Server over the

197network. The main task of VS is to guarantee the

198validity of the voting ticket.

1991. V sends the voting ticket T to VS.

2002. VS decrypts T and verifies the validity of a, y1, y2
201by AS’s signature s. Then, VS checks the correct-

202ness of the signatures s1 and s2 on m by the

203following equations:

ys11 a ¼ gma mod p; and ð5Þ
204205

ys22 a ¼ gma mod p: ð6Þ
206207

208

209If the result of the above verification is positive,

210then VS can make sure the ticket T is valid. VS stores

211all the voting tickets cast in and sends this batch to the

212Ticket Counting Server over the network.

213

2142.1.3. Step 3. The tickets counting phase

215All the Voting Servers send their tickets to the

216Ticket Counting Server. However, V may use the

217same parameters a, g, k1, k2 to sign another voting

218content mVand send the new ticket T={aOgOy1Oy2O

I.-C. Lin et al. / Computer Standards & Interfaces 2190 (2002) 1–9 3
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219 sOs1VOs2VOmV} to a different VS. For double voting

220 detection, VS checks the part parameters a, g, y1, y2 of

221 T to see whether they have been repetitively used. If

222 the parameters have been used more than once, it

223 means there is a case of double voting. VS has the

224 ability to find who the voter is by the following

225 equations:

k1 þ k2 ¼
mVa� ma

s1V� s1
mod ðp� 1Þ; and ð7Þ

226227

k1 þ 2k2 ¼
mVa� ma

s2V� s2
mod ðp� 1Þ: ð8Þ

228229

230 From Eqs. (7) and (8), VS can obtain the parameter

231 k2, and hence, VS can find the identity of the illegal

232 voter. In this phase, the main tasks of VS are to count

233 the tickets and to prevent any voter from casting more

234 than once in different voting servers.

235

236 2.2. The weakness of Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme

237 In this subsection, we shall show that Mu and

238 Varadharajan’s scheme has a weakness in security that

239 a voter can in fact vote more than once without being

240 detected. The attacks are described as follows.

241

242 2.2.1. Attack 1

243 In Step 1, voter V can obtain a valid ticket

244 T={aOgOy1Oy2OsOs1Os2Om}. The voter can suc-

245 cessfully vote more than once in the following proc-

246 ess. First, V computes gV, y1V, y2V, aVas

gV¼ gc0 mod p;

247248

y1V¼ gVðk1þk2þc1Þc�1
0 mod p;

249250
y2V¼ gVðk1þ2k2þc2Þc�1

0 mod p;
251252

aV¼ gVðrþc3Þc�1
0 mod p;

253254 where c0, c1, c2, and c3 are integers, c1, c2, c3 p 0

255 and c1 + c2 + c3 = 0. Therefore, V can generate a

256 new ticket TV={aVOgVOy1VOy2VOsOs1VOs2VOm}, where

257 s1V and s2V are the signatures of m created

258with the keys (k1 + k2 + c1)c0
� 1 and (k1 + 2k2 + c2)

259c0
� 1, respectively.

s1V¼ ððk1 þ k2 þ c1Þc�1
0 Þ�1ðmaV� ðr þ c3Þc�1

0 Þ
mod p� 1; and

260261

s2V¼ ððk1 þ 2k2 þ c2Þc�1
0 Þ�1ðmaV� ðr þ c3Þc�1

0 Þ
mod p� 1:

262263

264In the voting and tickets collecting phase, V can

265send the new ticket T V to VS. VS first verifies

266signature s and checks the validity of aV, y1V, y2V
267following the equation:

seAS ¼ y1y2a mod nAS ¼ y1V y2V aVmod nAS:

268269

270VS then verifies the validity of s1Vand s2V follow-
271ing Eqs. (5) and (6). Thus, VS believes the ticket TV
272is valid and sends it to TCS. For double voting

273protection, TCS checks the parameters aV, gV, y1V, y2V
274and decides that they have not been used more than

275once. Thus, the attack can succeed without being

276detected. Even if VS detects that the signature s has

277in fact been used before, it still cannot detect the

278identity of the illegal voter by Eqs. (7) and (8).

279

2802.2.2. Attack 2

281Similar to Attack 1, V first chooses a random

282number h and computes gV= gh, aV= ah
2

, y1V=
283y1

h2, y2V= y2
h2, and sV= sh

2

. Furthermore, the signatures s1V
284and s2V of m can be computed by Eqs. (3) and (4),

285respectively.

s1V¼ ðk1 þ k2Þ�1
h�1ðmaV� hrÞmod p� 1; and

286287

s2V¼ ðk1 þ 2k2Þ�1
h�1ðmaV� hrÞmod p� 1:

288289

290Therefore, V can generate a new voting ticket

291TV={aVOgVOy1VOy2VOsVOs1VOs2VOm}, where s1V and s2V
292are computed by Eqs. (3) and (4) using the keys

293(k1 + k2)h and (k1 + 2k2)h, respectively. VS then

I.-C. Lin et al. / Computer Standards & Interfaces 2190 (2002) 1–94
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294 believes TV is a valid ticket because the following

295 verifications hold.

ðsVÞeAS ¼ ðy1y2aÞh
2

¼ y1Vy2VaVmod nAS;

296297

y1V
s1VaV¼ gVmaVmod p;

298299

y2V
s2VaV¼ gVmaVmod p:

300301

302 Using the above two attacks, a voter can vote more

303 than once and can remain undetected.

304 3. The improvement on Mu and Varadharajan’s

305 anonymous electronic voting scheme

306 In this section, we shall propose a secure electronic

307 voting scheme for enhancing the security of Mu and

308 Varadharajan’s scheme, and we shall also analyze the

309 security of the proposed scheme to prove its security.

310 This new scheme can overcome the weakness of Mu

311 and Varadharajan’s scheme as described in Section

312 2.2.

313

314 3.1. The improved scheme

315 The proposed scheme is also composed of three

316 phases with the some notations as are described in

317 Section 2.1. The details of the improved scheme are as

318 follows:

319

320 3.1.1. Step 1. The voting ticket obtaining phase

321

322 1. A voter chooses two blind factors b1 and b2 as well

323 as two random numbers k1 and r. With these

324 parameters, the voting system computes w1 and w2

325 by using the following equations:

w1 ¼ grbeAS1 mod nAS; and

326327

w2 ¼ gkbeAS2 mod nAS:

328329where gaZp* is the system’s public parameter.

330Then, the voter sends {V, AS, CertV, t, w1, w2,

331((w1Ow2Ot)dV mod nV)} to AS.

3322. AS first verifies the validity of the certificate and

333validates the signature (w1Ow2Ot)dVmod nV. If the

334verification result is positive, AS can make sure

335that the received parameters are correct. Then AS

336chooses a random number k2 is different for each

337voter and computes:

w3 ¼ ðk2OtÞeV mod nV

338339

w4 ¼ ðw1 � ASÞdAS mod nAS

¼ ða� ASÞdASb1 mod nAS;
340341

w5 ¼ ðw2 � gk2 � ASÞdAS mod nAS

¼ ðy1 � ASÞdASb2 mod nAS;

342343
w6 ¼ ðw2

2 � gk2 � ASÞdAS mod nAS

¼ ðy2 � ASÞdASb22 mod nAS;

344345where a = gr, y1 = g
k1 + k2, and y2 = g

2k1 + k2. The

346messages {AS, V, w3, (w4Ow5Ow6Ot)eV mod nV}

347are delivered to V. Note that AS stores k2 along

348with V’s identity in its database.

3493. V obtains k2 by decrypting w3. Thus, V can

350calculate y1 and y2. Furthermore, V can calculate

351the signatures s1, s2, and s3 by removing the blind

352factors following the equations below:

s1 ¼ w4 � b�1
1 ¼ ða� ASÞdAS mod nAS;

353354

s2 ¼ w5 � b�1
2 ¼ ðy1 � ASÞdAS mod nAS;

355356

s3 ¼ w6 � b�2
2 ¼ ðy2 � ASÞdAS mod nAS:

357358

3594. The voter applies the ElGamal digital signature

360scheme to sign the voting content m. Let y1 and y2
361be the public keys of the ElGamal Cryptosystem,
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362 and x1 = k1 + k2 and x2 = 2k1 + k2 be the correspond-

363 ing secret keys, such that y1 = g
k1 + k2 mod p and

364 y2 = g
2k1 + k2 mod p. The two signatures (a, s4) and

365 (a, s5) of the voting content m can be generated

366 from the following equations

s4 ¼ x�1
1 ðma� rÞ mod p� 1; and

367368

s5 ¼ x�1
2 ðma� rÞ mod p� 1;

369370 respectively. Then V can obtain the voting ticket as

371 T={s1Os2Os3Os4Os5OaOy1Oy2Om}.372

373

374 3.1.2. Step 2. The voting and tickets collecting phase

375

376 1. V sends the voting ticket T to VS.

377 2. VS verifies the validity of a, y1, and y2 by checking

378 the following equations:

AS� a¼? seAS1 mod nAS; ð9Þ
379380

AS� y1 ¼
?
seAS2 mod nAS; and ð10Þ

381382

AS� y2 ¼
?
seAS3 mod nAS: ð11Þ

383384

385

386 If all are positive, VS also verifies the correctness

387 of the signatures (a, s4) and (a, s5) on m by checking

388 the following equations:

gma ¼? ys41 a ¼ mod p; and
389390

gma ¼? ys52 a ¼ mod p;

391392 respectively. If both the verifications turn out positive,

393 VS can make sure the ticket T is valid. VS stores all

394 the voting tickets cast in and sends this batch to TCS

395 over the network.

396

397 3.1.3. Step 3. The tickets counting phase

398 All the Voting Servers send their tickets to TCS.

399 TCS publishes the tickets and counts them. Besides

400that, it is also responsible for detecting double voting.

401The double voting detection process is as follows.

4021. Assume that a voter uses the same parameters y1,

403y2, and a to sign another voting content mV and
404sends the new voting ticket to a different VS.

4052. For double voting detection, TCS first checks y1,

406y2, and a of T to see whether they have been used

407before.

4083. If the parameters have been used more than once

409and the voting contents are not the same, it means

410that there is a case of double voting. TCS has the

411ability to find who the voter is by figuring out the

412following equations:

x1 ¼
mVa� ma

s4V� s4
mod ðp� 1Þ; and

413414

x2 ¼
mVa� ma

s5V� s5
mod ðp� 1Þ:

415416

417From the above two equations, TCS can obtain the

418parameters from computing x2� x1=(2k1 + k2)�
419(k1 + k2) = k1. Consequently, k2 can be easily

420recovered by computing x1� k1 = k2, and hence,

421TCS can find the identity of the illegal voter.

422Since the contents of votes are open, the complex-

423ity problem in counting votes in large-scale sys-

424tems is overcome in these systems.

425

426The flowchart of the improved scheme is in Fig. 1.

427

4283.2. The security of the improved scheme

429Our improved scheme is also based on the

430ElGamal digital signature and satisfies all the elec-

431tronic voting requirements. The proposed scheme

432enhances the security and overcomes the weakness

433of Mu and Varadharajan’s scheme. In the following

434analysis, we shall show that our scheme can resist

435the previous attacks and the parties conspiring

436attack.

437

4383.2.1. Resisting the previous attacks

439Assume that a voter wants to forge the parameters

440a, y1, and y2 like what happens in Attack 1. However,

441it is impossible to make corresponding signatures s1,

I.-C. Lin et al. / Computer Standards & Interfaces 2190 (2002) 1–96
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442 s2, and s3 that satisfy Eqs. (9), (10), and (11),

443 respectively. The voter does not know the AS’s

444 private key dAS. Hence, these forged parameters still

445 cannot escape the verifications.

446 In the second attack, any voter can also make a

447 forged signature s2V=(ASV� y2V)
dAS easily, but he/she

448 cannot generate the correct signatures on the voting

449 content m. For instance, suppose s2V= s2
2=(AS2� y2

2)dAS

450 and y2V=AS� y2
2. Hence, the parameter y2V can pass

451 the verification. However, the voter cannot obtain the

452 corresponding secret key x1V due to the difficulty of

453 computing discrete logarithms. Without the secret

454 key, the voter cannot generate the correct signature.

455 Therefore, Attack 2 cannot do any harm to the im-

456 proved scheme. A voter can never generate another

457 valid vote.

458

459 3.2.2. Resisting the parties conspiring attack

460 First, we assume that two or more voters conspire

461 to obtain a new signature from individual signatures.

462 Suppose that two voters V1 and V2 have valid sig-

463 natures (s11, s12, s13) and (s21, s22, s23), respectively.

464They conspire to obtain a new signature of (s1V, s2V, s3V)
465by the following equation:

siV¼ s1i � s2i mod nAS

466467where i = 1, 2,. . ., 4. However, to compute the corre-

468sponding parameters rV, x1V, and x2V, the voters have to

469solve discrete logarithms.

470On the other hand, we assume that AS, VS, and

471TCS are not to be trusted in our scheme. AS may leak

472out the request information to VS or TCS. Even if AS,

473VS, and TCS have all the voting information, they

474still cannot trace the identities of the voters. In

475addition, if AS, VS, and TCS try to conspire to forge

476a valid voting ticket, they still cannot do any harm to

477this scheme. The reason is that T is public, which

478means everyone can check whether the total number

479of voting tickets is equal to the total number of

480registered voters. Thus, our scheme can prevent the

481parties conspiring attack.

482Furthermore, a voter may try to use the same secret

483key to sign a different contentmV. However, the scheme

484also has the ability to detect who is using the same

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the improved scheme.
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485 secret key to double vote as described in the tickets

486 counting phase. Therefore, the improved scheme can

487 prevent a voter from voting more than once.

488 4. Conclusion

489 In this article, we have proposed a secure electronic

490 voting scheme that overcomes the weakness of Mu

491 and Varadharajan’s scheme. In addition, the scheme

492 also meets all the electronic voting requirements:

493 anonymity of voters, accuracy of voters, collision

494 freedom, tally correctness, verifiability, and double

495 voting detection. So far, there are few methods to

496 meet all the electronic voting requirements, especially

497 double voting detection. Moreover, the scheme is

498 suitable for large-scale elections and does not require

499 any special voting channel.
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